Oshkosh 2019

A golden year
An in-depth look at Oshkosh, which was celebrating its
50th anniversary.
Words and pictures by Nigel Hitchman

he 50th EAA fly-in and convention at
Oshkosh was a great success, despite
heavy storms and rain leading up to the
event which caused the closure of some
of the parking areas for the first two days
due to flooding. Thankfully the weather
during the show was just about perfect, wall-to-wall
sunshine almost every day.
There were 2,758 ‘showplanes’ registered including
1,057 homebuilts, 939 vintage and 400 warbirds. These
attracted a record 642,000 visitors, who came to see
them and the 863 commercial exhibitors, plus the
forums, workshops, presentations and airshows. Yes,
it’s still a very big event!
It was another fantastic eight days’ immersion in
aviation, with plenty for everyone to see, but never
enough time to see it all!
This article barely scratches the surface, but if you
are interested in flying then you simply have to promise
yourself at least one trip to aviation’s mecca. Maybe that
will be next year, when the dates will be Monday 20 July
until Sunday 26 July, but don’t forget many of the
interesting aircraft get there early and are gone by the
final weekend. Maybe I’ll see you there.…

T

Main The Warbirds highlights were many, with no doubt great difficulty choosing
the very deserving award winners. Grand Champion WWII was the Lewis Air
Legends de Havilland Mosquito FB.VI PZ474, which had been stored derelict at
Whiteman Airpark and Chino for many years before being restored by Avspecs in
New Zealand. This is their third airworthy Mosquito restoration following Jerry
Yagen’s, which was Grand Champion three years ago, and the one for Paul Allen’s
FHCAM collection, which we haven’t seen at Oshkosh (yet!).

Above Reserve Grand Champion WWII was the Collings Foundation Grumman
F6F-3 Hellcat 41476 finished in the exact condition it was delivered from the
factory, including the factory identification marking on the nose. This is another
exceptional restoration for Collings by American Aero Services of New Smyrna
Beach, FL. Great to see another Hellcat flying, currently the CAF Camarillo Wing
Hellcat seems to be the only one that regularly appears at airshows.
Left Grand Champion post-WWII was the North American XP-82 Twin Mustang
restored by Tom Reilly in Douglas Georgia. We were treated to an excellent flying
display on the Saturday by test pilot Ray Fowler, following complaints that the
aircraft had not been permitted to make more than one fly-by when it flew
earlier in the week, and also refused to fly-by together with the B-29 Doc after
the two had been out on a photo shoot together. Ray’s display, together with
a display by the Dakota Territory Air Museum Spitfire and P-51C, highlighted
the kind of excellent displays that can be done by the warbirds if the
organisers are prepared to make time in their schedule.
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Above There were four North American B-25 Mitchells present, including the first flying public appearance of EAA’s newly restored example
Berlin Express.

Above A Mustang ‘celebration’ was planned for 2019, including
famed WWII hero and P51D pilot Bud Anderson. There was a great
selection of Mustangs, with the EAA museum’s prototype XP-51
making a rare outside appearance. They flew 18 P-51Ds in the
airshow, 16 of which were lined up together before taking off, a
spectacular sight for those at the north end of the flight line.

Above Reserve Grand Champion post-WWII was Eddie Kurdziel’s
Fairey Firefly AS.6 WB518. It was Grand Champion when it was first
restored in 2002 and has just returned to the air following a landing
gear collapse back in 2012. The only Firefly currently flying worldwide,
it had been hoped it could be joined by the CWH example, but that
was not ready in time.

Above Best Jet was the newly restored TA-4J N518TA, one of three
A-4s present, only one of which flew in the display, where the highlight
one day was seeing two MiG-17s flying together.

Above Best Military Transport was Fairchild UC-61K Forwarder
(Argus) N24FM painted in its original RAF colours as HB690. This
aircraft served in the ATA at RAF Silloth in Cumbria and was eventually
sold off to Holland before returning to the US. The owners, Bob Coon
and Jim Chybicki, have done a fabulous job of the restoration and
were deserved winners.
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Above Transport runner up was the beautiful Travel Air 6000 N9084,
now operated by Pole Pass Airways in Washington state. Up until
around 10 years ago, this was the oldest commercially operated
aircraft in the world, offering floatplane sightseeing flights from Beluga
Lake, Homer, Alaska, from where I had a great flight in it in 2005.

Above There was a good selection of vintage aircraft, with the
Grand Champion Antique being Howard DGA-15P NC1785H from
Ohio. Fourteen Howards were present, one of which was on floats
at the seaplane base.

Above With the celebration of 50 years of Oshkosh, there were a
good number of aircraft that had been to the first Oshkosh and even
some that had flown to all 50 conventions. These were mostly parked
in front of the famous Brown Arch which was painted for Oshkosh 70
on one side and Oshkosh 19 on the other. This Jodel D.11, N6858D,
was Grand Champion at Rockford in 1969 and flew to the first
Oshkosh the next year. It has recently been restored to its exact
colours from 50 years ago and looked great in front of the Arch.

Above Silver Age Runner up was Mike Maniatis’ de Havilland
DH60GM Gipsy Moth NC431, which he recently restored, but trucked
to Oshkosh – it did do a local photo flight. This was a British-built
aircraft delivered via the Moth Corp of America to Gary Wood in 1928,
sold in Canada as CF-AQF in 1931 and flew for most of the 1930s and
maybe early in WWII, after which it was stored until acquired by Watt
Martin in the 1980s as a spares source for his projects. After Watt’s
death, Mike Maniatis bought it in 2014 and restored it over four years.

Above With the 75th anniversary of D-Day and all the D-Day squadron activities brought 15 C-47s to Europe to join the commemorations,
many also went to Oshkosh – we had up to nine C-47s flying during the show and more displayed on the flightline. The newly restored Buffalo
Airways DC-3 C-FDTD (pictured), is a D-day veteran, which they bought as a derelict airframe earlier in the year and restored in time to make its
first flight on June 6, the 75th anniversary of D-Day, and flew to Oshkosh.
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“Ron Price’s Luscombe 4,

one of only five built, it has
the wings of the Luscombe
Phantom, with a new fuselage”

Above A very welcome visitor was Ron Price’s Luscombe 4, one of only five built, it has the wings of the Luscombe Phantom, with a new
fuselage. Ron has owned the aircraft since finding it going derelict in the 1970s, and the restoration has recently been completed by the
Anderson family in Indiana. First flight was just a couple of weeks before Oshkosh. I was lucky to catch up with it at Brodhead for an air to air
photo session when it was flown by Ron’s son Chris, who remembers sitting in it as a boy.

Right Norman
Surplus from
Larne in
Northern
Ireland has
flown his
MT-03
Autotgyro
G-YROX
around the
world over
the past
couple of
years,
completing his
journey in
Oregon recently
and then flying back
to Oshkosh. What a
great achievement.

Above Best Civilian Transport was Scott Glover’s unique Stinson A
Trimotor, a very welcome return visitor having previously been present
quite a few years ago when owned by Greg Herrick. Stinson built
around 34 model A Trimotors from 1933 to 1936, initially for American
Airlines. This is the last one in existence, it crashed in Alaska in 1947
and was recovered and rebuilt in the 1970s. In 1988 it went to the
Alaskan Aviation Heritage Museum at Anchorage and was then
bought by Greg Herrick in the early 2000s and he had it completely
restored again by HO Aircraft, which included having to replace a lot
of the corroded fuselage tubing. Now in superb condition, it was
recently sold to Scot Glover for his collection in Mt Pleasant, Texas.

Above There were surprisingly few Wacos this year. However, there
was one outstanding visitor in the shape of the only Waco IBA,
N12453, a rare Kinner powered side by side model from 1932. Only
two were built, and this older restoration uses parts of both. This was
the first Waco I ever saw, on my first visit to Oshkosh in 1984, which
was the last time it visited.

Above Silver Age best closed Cabin was Stinson SR-5B NC14572,
which many had expected to be Grand Champion. Superbly restored
by Harry Ballance, it certainly drew a stream of interested onlookers.
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Above NX24NK is a Timber Tiger Ryan ST-L replica, a 95% scale
version of the original Ryan ST-A designed for a D-Motor LF-39, Rotax
912 or Walter Mikron III. It now has an airworthiness certificate and is
due to begin flight testing on return from Oshkosh.

Above This new, almost finished KIP Aero Sopwith one and a half
strutter features its newly manufactured CAMs rotary engine, built in
New Zealand. This is the first KIP Aero aircraft to be completed and
has just been signed off to start test flying.

Above N31WW Rutan Vari Viggen was flown in a group of Rutan
designs to celebrate the 40th anniversary of the appearance of the
Long EZ, an example of which, N82EZ, won Grand Champion plans
built.

Above Interesting vintage homebuilts included N5RV, the Van’s RV-5,
developed as a design exercise by Dick Vangrunsven – it is powered
by a Rotax 447 40hp two-stroke and weighs in 312lb empty. 75%
cruise is 100mph, stall 41mph and it has a climb rate of 1,200fpm.

Above The Texas Colt is a two seat Rotax 912ULS powered LSA with a 485lb useful load and 75% cruise speed of 110kt. Mostly of solid
riveted construction with a steel tube cockpit cage, it was designed by a team previously involved with the Brazilian Inpaer Conquest 180, who
took the design and their expertise to Texas, where the aircraft is now produced.
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“This second prototype was flown

across the Atlantic with just two stops”

Above Among the vast commercial displays there were few new types, but one that caught my eye was the Koinzer Explorer N696EX, a
large all-composite PT-6 powered six-seater, or two-seater with room for plenty of cargo. Designed for bush operations and long range,
it has been mostly built in the Czech Republic for a German company. This second prototype was flown across the Atlantic with just
two stops.

Above The Westfall W-7 special is actually a replica of the original
that was built in the 1960s by Miles Westfall. Miles was born in 1902
and was a friend of Walter Beech, which is where the Staggerwing
influence in the design comes from. Westfall flew his first design in
1934 and was jailed for his involvement in the homebuilt aircraft
movement at a time when it was an illegal activity!

Above There were two Game Bird aerobatic aircraft flying at Oshkosh
this year. Designed by Philip Steinbach, the first example was
produced in the UK at Wickenby before the company, owned by a
member of the Walton Family, of multinational retail corporation
Walmart fame, moved to their base in Arkansas where subsequent
aircraft have been built.

Above N608X Bowers Flybaby was another of the aircraft that flew
into the first Ohkosh and is a good example of one of the then popular
plans-built designs. Designed by Pete Bowers and of wood
construction, it could eventually be built as a low winger, high winger,
or even a biplane.

Above The Airbus Vahana is an all-electric tilt wing demonstrator
designed for vertical take-off and landing, it was one of a few electric
aircraft on display at the show.
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